Dear editor, In recent years, image forensics has attracted increasing attention, and many forensic methods have been proposed for identifying image processing operations. Until now, most existing methods have been based on hand-crafted features, and only one specific operation is considered in these methods. In many forensic scenarios, however, multiple classification for various image processing operations is more practical. In addition, for some image processing operations, it is difficult to construct effective hand-crafted features. In this study, we therefore propose a new method based on convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to adaptively learn discriminative features for identifying typical image processing operations. However, directly employ CNN structures in other fields (e.g., computer vision) for image forensics cannot obtain satisfactory performance. Thus, we carefully design the network structures (including the highpass filter bank, the channel expansion layer, the pooling layers, and the activation functions) of the proposed method. Experimental results show that the proposed method outperforms the current best method, which is based on hand-crafted features, and three related methods based on CNNs for image steganalysis and/or forensics, achieving stateof-the-art results. Furthermore, we provide supplementary results to show the rationality and robustness of the proposed model.
The proposed model. The proposed model is il-lustrated in Figure 1 . We assume that the model input is a gray-scale image with the size of M × M (with M being a multiple of 32). Based on our previous study [1] , the artifacts introduced by various image processing operations are easier to capture in the image residual domain. Thus, the proposed model firstly transforms the input image into residuals with four high-pass filters as shown in Figure A1. We then use a "channel expansion layer" to process the resulting residuals and increase the channel number of feature maps from 4 to 32. The resulting feature maps are then input into six similar and typical layer groups to obtain high-level features. Each of these six groups contains a convolutional layer and a pooling layer. The convolutional layer serves to double the channel number, while the pooling layer (except for the last one) downsamples the width and height of the feature maps by a factor of two. It should be noted that the pooling layer in the last group is different, as it downsamples the feature maps to one, along with image width and height, via the average pooling. This type of pooling layer is known as "global average pooling". In the proposed model, all of the convolutional layers are equipped with the TanH function. Moreover, all of the convolutional layers and pooling layers use the smallest-sized kernel with a center (i.e., of size 3 × 3) except for the global average pooling, since a small kernel size has fewer parameters, and this helps train the network faster and prevent overfitting. The proposed CNN-based model was implemented using the TensorFlow machine learning framework. Instead of the typical vanilla SGD, Nesterov momentum was used to train the network, since this learned faster and performed better based on our experiments. The momentum was set as 0.9, and L2 regularization was used. The corresponding weight decay was 0.0005. We initialized all the weights using a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and standard deviation of 0.01, and initialized all the biases as zero. In the training stage, the batch size was 64. Training set was shuffled between epochs. A step decay in learning rate was used in our method. The learning rate was initialized as 0.01, and it was divided by 10 when the validation accuracy stopped improving. Finally, the training was stopped after reducing the learning rate three times.
Experimental setup. We collected 40000 images in raw format from different cameras, and transformed them into gray-scale with a size of 512×512 as original images. Eleven typical image processing operations are considered, including Gamma correction (GC), histogram equalization (HE), unsharp masking sharpening (UM), mean filtering (MeanF), Gaussian filtering (GF), median filtering (MedF), Wiener filtering (WF), scaling (Sca), rotation (Rot), JPEG and JPEG 2000 (JP2). Following [1] , these operations are performed on each original image with a random parameter selected from Table A1 . After performing these operations, we cropped the 256 × 256 regions from the center of each image. Therefore, we obtained 12 classes of images (including the original), each of which contains 40000 images. In each experiment, we firstly divided the original images into a training data set (26000 images), a validation data set (4000 im-ages), and a testing data set (10000 images). In the following experiments, we randomly divided the training, validation, and testing data three times and report the average results.
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed model, we compare the proposed method with related work, including the current best method based on hand-crafted features [1] , and three CNN-based methods including those of Chen et al. [2] , Bayar et al. [3] , and Xu et al. [4] . To achieve a fair comparison, the size of the input images needed to be the same for all methods. Thus, we modify the corresponding input layer and the fully connected layers due to the image size and/or the memory limitation, while preserving the other layers as they are for the other CNN-based methods.
Validation of the designs. Based on previous studies, most CNN-based models are highly dependent on the investigated problem. Thus, we conducted experiments to validate the rationality of the proposed model. Three parts of the proposed model have been considered, including the highpass filter bank, the channel expansion layer, and the last pooling layer. In addition, we also considered the activation functions used in the proposed model; refer to Appendix B for details.
Binary classification. In this experiment, we try to identify whether a given image is original or modified by a certain image processing operation. The average detection results evaluated on testing data are shown in Table A2 ; we observe that all of the methods can obtain satisfactory results (larger than 91%) for all image processing operations except for GC. Overall, the proposed CNNbased method generally works better than the existing CNN-based methods (e.g., [2] [3] [4] ), especially for identifying GC, UM, and Sca. Compared with the current best method [1] , we obtain similar results for all image processing operations. On average, the proposed CNN-based method outperforms the current best method [1] slightly for the binary classification task (around 0.5% improvement); this is shown in the final column of Table A2 .
Multiple classification. In many forensic scenes, multiple classification is both more practical and more difficult compared with binary classification. In this experiment, we try to identify 11 typical operations as shown in Table A1 . The average confusion matrices for the proposed method are shown in Tables A3; we observe that the proposed method can effectively identify most image processing operations. All values along the diagonal line of the confusion matrix are larger than 95%, and almost all values located on non-diagonal lines (i.e., false detection rates) are less than 1%. The false detection rates are larger for the GC and Sca, and this is consistent with the results for binary classification shown in Table A2 . In addition, we show the average results along the diagonal values of the corresponding confusion matrices for the five methods in Table A4 ; we can observe that the proposed CNN-based method outperforms the other approaches, and improves on the current best method [1] by over 2%, which is a significant improvement on multiple classification for 11 image processing operations.
Robustness analysis. In order to validate the robustness of the proposed model, two other experiments are considered in this section: an evaluation of the performances of the proposed model for smaller images and an evaluation the pre-trained model for different data sources.
In the first experiment, we first cropped the center part of the images used previously, using three sizes: 128 × 128, 64 × 64, and 32 × 32. Then we trained different models for different sizes. The experimental results are shown in Table A5 ; we can observe that the performance of the five methods is reduced with a decrease in the image size due to insufficient statistics. However, the proposed model always outperforms the others, and the improvement is larger when the image size is small.
In the second experiment, we evaluated the proposed model using other testing image sources. To this end, we firstly collected 10000 images from BOSSbase 1.01 [5] and obtained 12 classes of images as described in experimental setup. Then we used the pre-trained model with the image set described in experimental setup to test the images from BOSSbase. The experimental results for multiple classification are shown in Table A6 ; we can observe that the accuracies drop slightly (less than 1% for all cases) compared with the results shown in Table A5 , indicating that the generalization of the proposed model for image processing operation classification is very good.
Conclusion and future work. In this study, we have proposed a novel CNN-based method to identify 11 typical image processing operations. We carefully designed a CNN-based model for identifying various image processing operations and analyzed the influence of different network components. We conducted extensive comparative experiments to show that the proposed method can achieve state-of-the-art results compared with other methods. In addition, we provided experimental results to demonstrate the robustness of our model. In the future, we will extend the proposed method to detect images processed by multiple operations and identify the images processing order.
